


We are surrounded by landscapes and societies that 
are traumatised. Within these landscapes, there are 
traces that could tell us more about the many ways 
in which we are connected to each other, to other 
species, and to the Earth. Finding such traces in the 
environments around me, and deciphering their 
nuanced meanings and histories, is the driving force 
of my artistic practice.

My work is a response to the natural environments 
that I explore around me and often includes natural 
materials, such as clay, glass, wood, and stone. A 
central part of understanding my work is to consider 
what these materials communicate. Each material 
contains information about our interconnectedness 
with the Earth and involves elements of curiosity, 
play, transparency, fragility, tension, and balance.

Chrisél Attewell (b. 1994) is a multidisciplinary 
artist from South Africa. Her work is research-driven 
and experimental. Inspired by current socio-
ecological concerns, Attewell’s work explores the 
nuances in people’s connection to the Earth and each 
other. She works with various mediums, including 
installation, sculpture, photography, and painting, 
and prefers natural materials, such as hemp canvas, 
oil paint, glass, clay, and stone.

She received her BAFA (Fine Arts, Cum Laude) from 
the University of Pretoria in 2016 and is currently 
pursuing her MA in Visual Arts at the University of 
Johannesburg. Her work has been represented locally 
and internationally in numerous exhibitions, 
residencies, and art fairs. Attewell was selected as a 
Sasol New Signatures finalist (2016, 2017) and a 
Top 100 finalist for the ABSA L’Atelier (2018). 
Attewell was selected as a 2018 recipient of the 
Young Female Residency Award, founded by Benon
Lutaaya.

Her work was showcased at the 2019 Contemporary 
Istanbul with Berman Contemporary and her latest 
solo exhibition, titled Sociogenesis: Resilience under 
Fire, curated by Els van Mourik, was exhibited in 
2020 at Berman Contemporary in Johannesburg. 
Attewell also exhibited in the 2021 online Cape Town 
Art Fair. Now in 2022, she is showcasing in a Main 
Booth at Investec Cape Town Art Fair. 

Instagram: @chrisel_attewell

Website: chriselattewell.com
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ARTIST RESUME

Solo exhibitions
2020       SOCIOGENESIS– Resilience Under Fire, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, 

Johannesburg
2019       Substratum, Lizamore & Associates Gallery, Johannesburg
2018       Architectus Konstruksie, Klein Karoo Nationale Kunstefees (KKNK), Oudsthoorn, Western Cape
2017 Under Construction, Assemblage, Braamfontein, Johannesburg

Group Exhibitions
2022 WORKS ON PAPER, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2022 ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2021 ANNUAL WINTER SHOW, curated by Morgan Kunhardt, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2021       Making and Interpreting Art in 2021, SARChI, curated by Dineke van der Walt
2021       ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2020        Learning to Breathe Differently, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg
2019       #ARTladies, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 
2019        Artybollocks!, NOW Gallery, Open Window Institute, curatedby Bland&Boring, Pretoria
2019       Collecting Contemporary, Lizamore Gallery, Johannesburg
2019        Artybollocks!, the Project Space, curated by Bland&Boring, Johannesburg
2019       Collecting Contemporary, Lizamore Gallery, KKNK, Oudtshoorn
2019       SAFFCA Group Exhibition, Gerhard Sekoto Gallery, Alliance Française, Johannesburg
2018       Aftermath, Firstrand Bank Gallery, curated by Olwethu de Vos, Johannesburg
2018       Unsettled, ABSA Gallery, curated by Thabo Seshoka, Johannesburg

Art Fairs
2022 Investec Cape Town Art Fair, Berman Contemporary, Cape Town 
2020       1-54 Contemporary African Art Fair, Christie’s Online, London
2019       CI - Contemporary Istanbul Art Fair, Istanbul
2018       Investec Cape Town Art Fair, The Project Space, curated by Asha Waja, Cape Town     
2018 Turbine Art Fair, Young Female Residency Award, The Project Space, Benon Lutaaya, Johannesburg

Publications
2022 A Matter of Contemporary Connections, ART TIMES, February 2022
2022 Collectors Edition Cover - Chrisél Attewell, featured on the Opener and dust jacket of House & Leisure 
2022 Works on Paper exhibition at Berman Contemporary allows for viewers to engage with the 

artists’ process of creating, Edward Tsumele, February 2022
2021 The 10 artists participating in The Liminal Space exhibition at Berman Contemporary test artistic 

limits, Edward Tsumele, August 2021
2020       Whispers of Inspiration, Bernie Hellberg Jr, Signature, May 2020
2019       Selections, Curated by Contemporary Istanbul, September 2019 
2019 RMB Turbines Art Fair’s Potential to Challenge Traditional Arbiters of Taste, Nkgopoleng Moloi, 

Bubblegum Club, July 2019
2019 The Young Female Residency Award: Entrepreneurship and Arts, Art Africa, July 2019 

Awards
2018 ABSA L’atelier, Top 100.
2018       The African Arts Trust Grant, as part of the Assemblage Exhibition Programme.
2017 Thami Mnyele Fine Art Awards, top 100, Johannesburg
2017 Sasol New Signatures, finalist, Pretoria Art Museum, Pretoria

Collections
2020       Quorum Properties Collection
2018       The African Arts Trust
2018       The ABSA Bank Collection
2018       The Project Space Collection

Commissions
2020 The Leonardo Building, Sandton.

Residencies
2019 Southern African Foundation for Contemporary Art (SAFFCA), residency at Entabeni Farm, Knysna
2018       Recipient of the Young Female Residency Award with The Project Space, founded by Benon Lutaaya

Education
2021 - MA in Visual Arts, University of Johannesburg
2016 BA(FA) Fine Arts, Summa Cum Laude, University of Pretoria. 
2012 National Senior Certificate, with average 89%, Hoërskool Noordheuwel
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https://www.dinersclub.co.za/signature/articles/may-2020/Signature_Art_Whispers-of-Inspiration_ChriselAttwell_Mar-May-2020.pdf
https://www.contemporaryistanbul.com/2019/09/contemporary-istanbul-2019-newsletter/
https://bubblegumclub.co.za/art/rmb-turbine-art-fairs-potential-to-challenge-traditional-arbiters-of-taste/
https://bubblegumclub.co.za/art/rmb-turbine-art-fairs-potential-to-challenge-traditional-arbiters-of-taste/
https://artafricamagazine.org/young-female-residency-award-project-space/


SOCIOGENESIS– Resilience Under Fire | 2020
Artist Statement by Chrisél Attewell 

The colony is a kind of creature, and so is our society. I have been exploring this idea since I started 
working on this exhibition. SOCIOGENENIS – resilience under fire, found its roots during an artist’s 
residency I attended in Knysna. These roots were dying. 

When I arrived in Knysna in August 2019, death stained everything. I came from a phase of death in my 
own life and yearned to escape it. Knysna could not offer me this escape. I hoped to share the place I 
remembered – a place of innocent charm and wonder – with Barbara Schroeder, the artist who joined me in 
residency. Instead, I felt lost, trying to find images in my head of a place I had once adored. The Knysna I 
remembered was gone. Two years prior, a raging wildfire had swept through the forests, leaving the 
landscape laid bare like a body struggling to breathe. 

Fire transformed the skin of this body. It became thin and stretched, warped and transfigured. In parts, it 
grew tough and thick, filled with scabs, cracks and peelings. In other parts, it became fragile and 
transparent. I asked a farm worker what the fire was like. He said: “The water was black.” I imagined the 
lakes and lagoons of Knysna, scattered black over the landscape like third-degree burn wounds.

I wanted to investigate the burnt body of the forest, to find signs of healing and life. The bark of dead trees 
looked like the burnt skin of a creature. I peeled away at the skin, picking at the scabs, expecting raw 
infected flesh, but instead I found patterns. Underneath the bark of the dead trees was bare wood, tattooed 
throughout. 

I discovered later that carpenter ant colonies had carved these patterns. Carpenter ants make nests in dead 
or diseased trees, carving out galleries as they go. This quickens the decomposition of dead trees, fortifying 
the antifragility of the ecosystem. Antifragility is a concept developed by Professor Nassim Nicholas Taleb. It 
is the opposite of fragility. It is more than resiliency or robustness. Something which is resilient can 
withstand blows from adversity. Something which is anti-fragile grows stronger through volatility, shocks, 
stressors, or failures. My curiosity grew as I observed the ants. I hoped to learn from them how to be more 
resilient, perhaps even anti-fragile. 

Similar to ant colonies, human societies are also sociogenic, where individual determination is socially 
mediated. The society you grow up in determines your social class, your behaviour, your caste, and your 
identity. Human societies develop based on their internal structures and rules. The most anti-fragile 
societies are the ones who embrace adversity and use it to grow and develop. The anti-fragile system works 
based on trial and error. If individual parts in the system fail or succeed, it provides information to the 
system on what works and what doesn’t. This society then adjusts and grows stronger. A rigid society, that 
aims to avoid volatility, will as a result become more fragile. 

The society I grew up in is very fragile. It is one that has remained unchanged for years, and its failure to 
adjust with changing times has resulted in it being fragile and isolated. It has rigid internal structures, and it 
cannot accept that which is different. Having different beliefs and worldviews, I often felt like I didn’t quite 
belong. My beliefs and opinions, different to those of the community, made me deviant, and I was recently 
cast out because of it. I had to leave the colony. 

As I left, I wondered again about the skins of the forest. Would I fit in somewhere else if my skin was 
different? If my skin could not change in colour or type, it would have to change in thickness. When 
individuals are placed under fire, they often become more resilient. But how can we transcend from being 
resilient to being anti-fragile? If I have learned anything from the forests and the ants, it is that you cannot 
become anti-fragile without volatility. 

I hope I can be strong enough to accept change, to keep evolving, and to always see beauty and possibility 
in adversity. 
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Soil Armour, 2022

Woven and Stitched Oil and Clay on Canvas

87 x 62 cm

Framed size: 100 x 75 x 10cm

Framed in an Ash-Ebony built-up Frame with AR glass

The term “soil armour” refers to the protective barrier between living plants and exposed soil. This 
armour serves as a protection for the soil against heavy rainfall, winds and solar heat, whilst 
simultaneously retaining moisture in the earth so that microbial life can be sustained. This work is one 
that references the interdependencies of our ecologies and the structures that support it. We live in a 
time where desertification and ecological reckoning has become a reality. This work explores the 
interlocking systems that ties us to the planet, and asks us to discover ways in which we can protect it.



Skins of the Forest II, 2020

Oil and Clay on Canvas

177 x 170cm 

Framed 180 x 176 x 5cm
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Scorched Earth V, 2020

Oil and Clay on Canvas

72 x 57cm 

Framed 92 x 80 x 3.5cm
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On the Left:

The Water Was Black I, 2020

Oil on Canvas

89 x 74.5cm

Framed 107 x 92 x 7cm

On the Right:

The Water Was Black II, 2020

Oil on Canvas

89 x 74.5cm

Framed 107 x 92 x 7cm
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | SOCIOGENESIS - RESILIENCE UNDER FIRE | CHRISÉL ATTEWELL | 2020 
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The Colony is a Kind of Creature IX, 2020

Stained Wood and Glass

40 x 30 x 8cm
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DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH | GLASS FORMING ACADEMY | CHRISÉL ATTEWELL | 2020  



Memories of the Leonardo V, 2019
Drypoint etching on 340gsm Hahnemuhle paper 
150 x 100cm
Edition of 1

Since my arrival in Johannesburg in 2017, I have created an archive of my exploration of the city 

through the medium of printmaking.  The one thing that always stuck me about the city’s energy, 

is how dynamic and everchanging it is. With new development, and decay of the old, I have found 

the city to be in a constant state of flux, its boundaries are forever mutating.   

In documenting my experience of the city, I  placed my focus on construction sites – the places 

that embody the changing rhythm of the city on a very real and physical level. When navigating 

through the city, I would stop at construction sites that I pass on my daily routes and leave a 

copper plate on the site for a specific period of time.  With normal work proceeding on the site, 

these copper plates will then transform with the forces applied to them on the construction sites. 

Some plates will be destroyed on site, whilst others suffer only a few scratches. Almost as innocent 

bystanders, these plates capture the energy, memory and history of the city in a specific time and 

place. 

When I was commissioned to make artworks for the Leonardo, I started the work whilst the 

building was still under construction.  Once on site, I started moving large copper sheets around 

the construction site to capture the activity on the site. 

The plates were scratched, dented and transformed by actions of man and machine.  Both the 

copper plates, now displayed behind the reception desk of the Leonardo building, and the prints 

created from these plates, tells the story of the building. It not only tells about the creation and 

history of the building, but it also honours the workers.  People with often talk about the Leonardo 

for being the tallest building in Africa, or about it luxuries and delicacies, but with these works, I 

would like to express the importance of the people who worked on the site to build such an iconic 

building in the Johannesburg cityscape. These works are a documentation of the energies of the 

workers and labourers captured in a moment in time. 
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MEMORIES OF THE LEONARDO | 2020



DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH | LEONARDO BUILDING FOYER | CHRISÉL ATTEWELL | 2020 
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Memories of the Leonardo I, 2019
Drypoint etching on 340gsm Hahnemuhle paper
100 × 50cm
Edition of 1
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Memories of the Leonardo I, 2019
Drypoint etching on 340gsm Hahnemuhle paper
100 × 50cm
Edition of 1
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EARTH TO EARTH, STONE TO STONE, DUST TO DUST | 2017 - 2020

The materials and stones used in this body of work are mostly disregarded and deemed worthless. From 

the bronze impurities and spillages, to concrete from a broken up floor, to slag from the steel laser 

cutting, to cracks and holes in my studio floor, and rocks used as garden decorations that are thrown 

out to make space for newer introductions.  All these objects and materials is seen to be mundane 

things in life that is often overlooked. In this body of work I hope to shift the perspective of the viewer 

by introducing to them the elements of humanity and society I find within them.

There are a several works I have made in the past year which I would categorise under the body of 

work titled “Earth to earth, stone to stone, dust to dust”.  This title has the obvious link to the biblical 

text that is commonly used at funerals. We are from dust and will return to dust.  The title indicates that  

something has come full circle.

This body of work started with a work I made after the sudden heartbreaking loss of my mom in 

October 2018. The work is titled “Picking up the pieces” and it is a work that talks about the 

consequence of collecting yourself after tragedy and dealing with the wreck that is left behind. This is 

also the last work in which Benon Lutaaya, my dear friend and mentor, had an input before his passing.

The stone pieces in “Picking up the pieces” is made from bronze impurities.  Each stone has a time 

engraved on it.  This is the time it took me to find a solid piece of bronze within each impurity. The 

viewer is invited to bend down and pick up a stone from where it is hovering close to the ground.  Once 

the viewer is done examining the stone and lets go of it, it will take the amount of time that is engraved 

into it, to float back to the ground.

Another work in this body of work, titled ‘the sum of its parts’, is a work made from concrete rocks. The 

Sum of its Parts is a work that focusses on the weight of an individual, as part of a collective.  What this 

installation speaks to is the value of a single human life in a greater system. It specifically aims to honor 

the worker, laborer and often overlooked and undervalued individual. The workers on the construction 

site are easily forgotten once the building has been erected; their work is seen but their involvement 

often goes unnoticed. This installation is a memorial to the workers that shape the fabric of society.  

Each of the works in this body has elements of memory, history and time passed. They speak of hurt, 

damage, tragedy and the natural order of things. This natural order of things can be seen in the works 

in form of gravity, time, weight and decay.  Any material undergoing transformations through the 

passing of time, will simply be transformed from one form into another and will in the end, like us all, 

turn back to earth, stone and dust.

The sum of its parts I, 2018

Engraved Concrete Rocks  and 
Sculpted Paper Installation 

200 x 300cm
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DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH | EARTH TO EARTH, STONE TO STONE, DUST TO DUST | CHRISÉL ATTEWELL | 2018 



August Potholes III, 2018

Rock and Bronze castings 

33 x 39 x 20cm 
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SUBSTRATUM | 2018 - 2019

Techtonic plate I, 2018

Copper Sculpture

44 x 150 x 45cm 

Substratum

a) An underlying layer or substance, in particular, a layer of rock or soil beneath the surface of the 
ground.

b) A foundation or basis of something, an underlying truth.

“Substratum” implies that the viewer might learn about the underlying truth of something, a truth 
that the artist observes in her milieu and daily life, which manifests itself in the artist’s work. Through 
diverse media such as painting, printmaking, bronze and even construction materials, Attewell  
presents a world of surfaces constructed in her controlled-accidental environments. 

In Attewell ’s work, there are initial intentions, but there is an overlapping of an uncontrolled 
processes. These processes ricochet off one another within her different mediums where a shared 
language emerges from the collection of her work. The translation from textures in her paintings, to 
the forms in her sculptures and shapes in her prints, all contribute to this collective understanding. 
The mark-making within them is what joins them. 

The paintings are evidence of Attewell ’s rationale that paint can reveal something to you if you allow 
it to. They are simultaneously reminiscent of galaxies, microorganisms, topographical imagery and 
similar shapes that the artist notices in her everyday existence. Attewell ’s use of contour lining and 
the extended sculptural aspects of her canvasses make the exhibition about the landscape, while also 
defying this by being inspired by surface texture and not by the conventional scenery.

Surface and what lies beneath becomes the main focus of the show. Through Substratum, Attewell  
presents a body of work that shows what underlies her truth; the desire to look closer, to uncover 
what truly is and to challenge perception. Her continuous interest in the unnoticed, the fleeting, the 
overlooked or the invisible under-layer, and what is unearthed when one looks beneath the surface, 
are echoed in Substratum.
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Unearthed, 2018

Drypoint Etching on Fabriano
126.4 x 203cm 
Edition of 1

DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH | WORKERS ON CONSTRUCTION SITE | SUBSTRATUM | CHRISÉL ATTEWELL | 2018  



Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding  of 

the cultural richness and diversity of South African contemporary 

art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant  group of artists 

living and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to artists 

from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes celebrate their 

historical and cultural heritage and give voice to their complex 

societal realities, evoking an active and  interpretative experience 

for the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work  

created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to establish 

a synergistic network between South African artists and their global 

contemporaries, many of whom evidently want to engage with the 

current South African art scene – not only as observers, but as 

active analysts, experimenters and contributors within this context 

and with this specific audience in mind.
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